The Unwitting Academic Entrepreneur: How to Bring Your University Discovery to a Successful Product

So, youve made a wonderful discovery in your academic lab and think it could be the basis of
a great new product!Â Now what?Â How many academics have been in this peculiar situation
of wanting to spin their technology out of the lab toward commercialization but did not even
know where to begin?Â Here we give easy- to-follow steps to make that discovery into a
product through different pathways from licenses to start-ups, dealing with technology transfer
offices, market analysis, finding the right co-founder and determining how to best finance your
venture.Â Commentary is provided by over fifty faculty from five different fields who have
been down this path before and who share secret strategies for success as well as some pitfalls
to avoid.Â This manual is an indispensable road-map to successful commercialization of your
research.
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Entrepreneurship at the Wharton School.
When we buy a product, we essentially â€œhireâ€• it to help us do a job. This insight emerged
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